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Book of Bones

John Connolly

9781473642027   €17.99  ____

Hodder

*Fire Starters

Jan Carson 

9781781620465   €16.05    ____

Transworld

The new thrilling instalment in John 

Connolly's popular Charlie Parker series.

He is our best hope. He is our last hope.

On a lonely moor in the northeast of

England, the body of a young woman is

discovered near the site of a vanished

church. In the south, a girl lies buried 

beneath a Saxon mound. To the 

southeast, the ruins of a priory hide a

human skull.

FICTION

Dark, propulsive and thrillingly original,

this tale of fierce familial love and 

sacrifice fizzes with magic and wonder.

Warlight

Michael Ondaatje 

9781784708344  €11.10    ____

Vintage

*Conspiracy of Lies

Frank Connolly

9781781176627   €16.99    _____

Mercier Press

One More Lie

Amy Lloyd 

9781780898926   €16.05   _____

Cornerstone

Twisted

Steve Cavangh

9781409170709     €9.50   ____

Orion

Three big bangs shook Dublin in May

1974. Angie and Joe meet in the wake

of the single worst atrocity of the 

Troubles.  Brought together by the 

effect of the bombings on their lives,

these two young people set out on a

quest to discover who is responsible,

facing confrontation with dark forces in

Irish and British society.

How do you live with yourself as an

adult when you were convicted of 

murder as a child? And when you can't

remember the crime... HOW DO YOU

KNOW YOU'RE GUILTY?

Before you read this book. I want you

to know three things:

1. The police are looking to charge

me with murder.

2. No one knows who I am. Or how I

did it.

3. If you think you've found me. I'm

coming for you next.

After you've read this book, you'll

know: the truth is far more twisted...

Librarian of Auschwitz

Antonio Iturbe

9781529104776   €10.50    ____

Ebury

*Eat the Moon

Breda Joy

9781781997710   €9.99   ____

Poolbeg Press

*Nights in Armour

Samuel Thompson

9781781176993   €14.99    ____

Mercier Press

Killer in Me

Olivia Kiernan 

9781787470026   €16.99   ____

Quercus

For readers of The Tattooist of

Auschwitz and The Choice: this is the

story of the smallest library in the

world - and the most dangerous.

The Killer In Me is a fast-paced thriller

in which lies are safer that the truth,

the past is never far from the present,

and the ability to kill could well, it

seems, live in everyone.

Machines Like Me

Ian McEwan

9781787331679   €17.30____

Vintage

Britain has lost the Falklands war,

Margaret Thatcher battles Tony Benn

for power and Alan Turing achieves a

breakthrough in artificial intelligence.

In a world not quite like this one, two

lovers will be tested beyond their 

understanding.

*Importance of Being Aisling

Breen & McLysaght

9780717184910   €9.99  ____

Gill

Aisling is 29 and she's still a complete

Aisling. After a tough year, things 

between herself and John are back on

track, and life with Sadhbh and Elaine

in their notiony Dublin apartment is

more craic than ever. But when a shock

change means moving Down Home

might be her only option, Aisling is

thrown.



Out of Sight

James Patterson 

9781780899763   €17.30   ____

Cornerstone

Murder at Greysbridge

Andrea Carter

9781472126009   €10.99  ____

Corsair

After a harrowing tour in Afghanistan, 

intelligence officer Amy Cornwall is eager

to return home to her husband and their

young daughter. But as soon as she steps

into the house, she knows that something

is terribly wrong.

FICTION

Parisian

Isabella Hammad

9781911214434   €16.05   ____

Vintage

*Love Notes from a German Building

Adrian Duncan

9781843517542   €12.00   ____

Lilliput Press

In Love Notes from a German Building

Site, Adrian Duncan exposes the fragile

architecture of the mind with 

unrelenting accuracy and sensitivity.  

*A Keeper

Graham Norton 

9781473664999   €9.90   ____

Hodder

Hughie Mittman’s Fear of Lawnmowers

Conor Bowman

9781473641839   €16.99   ____

Hodder

*Night of the Party

Rachael English

9781473653788    €9.50   ____

Hodder

From the bestselling author of Holding

comes another sweeping, evocative

tale set on the coast of Ireland.

When Hughie Mittman's beloved mother

dies, he goes in search of answers - Who

can he turn to now? Is it his fault? And

how does he live without her?

The Night of the Party is a page-

turning novel that combines warmth,

drama and an unforgettable twist.

*Dublin Palms

Hugo Hamilton

9780008128128   €16.05   ____

Harper Collins

Washington Black

Esi Edugyan

9781846689604    €10.99   ____

Profile

Take Nothing With You

Patrick Gale

9781472205353      €9.50    ____

Headline

Dublin Palms is a moving examination

of fatherhood and families across the

world, a story of emigrants and

strangers and people returning.

Inspired by a true story, Washington

Black is an extraordinary tale of a world

destroyed and made whole again.

From the bestselling author of A PLACE

CALLED WINTER comes a 

compassionate, compelling new novel

of boyhood, coming of age, and the

confusions of desire and reality. 

Suzy, Suzy

William Wall

9781789544008   €17.50   ____

Head of Zeus

Suzy, Suzy follows a teenage girl 

trying to understand the chaos of her

family life. Narrated by a troubled

young woman, the novel weaves a

tale of secrets, lies and betrayal in

the pressure cooker of her formative

years.

Star Crossed

Minnie Darke

9781787631083   €16.05   ____

Bantam

In this sparkling romantic comedy, a

young journalist tampers with her

magazine's horoscopes to win her

friend's heart - and sets in motion an

unpredictable and often hilarious 

ripple effect. . . 



Swap

Fiona Mitchell

9781473659674      €17.99   ____

Hodder

When two strangers, Tess and Annie,

undergo IVF at an American clinic,

their embryos are mixed up and each

woman gives birth to the wrong child.

The women only discover the 

devastating error three years later. Tess

wants to swap the children back; Annie

doesn't. As the pair wrangle, neither of

them expect what unfolds.

Shelter in Place

Nora Roberts

9780349417813     €9.90   ____

Abacus

Painter to the King

Any Sackville

9781783783922    €10.50     ____

Granta

She escaped. She survived. But for how

long? A gripping novel of suspense, 

passion and transformation from 

international number one bestseller

Nora Roberts - the world's greatest 

storyteller.

FICTION

Rules of Seeing

Joe Heap

9780008293192    €9.50  ____

Harper Collins

Unfolding through a series of masterly

set-pieces and glancing sketches, this is

a novel of brilliance, imagination and

sheer style -- about what is shown and

what is seen, about art and life. 

Jillian Safinova can do many things.

She can speak five languages. She can

tell when someone is lying from the

sound of their voice. And she can 

always find a silver lining. But there's

one thing Nova can't do. She can't see.

*Country

Michael Hughes 

9781473636552   €10.99   ____

Hodder

A vivid and brutal reimagining of

Homer's Iliad, set in the Troubles of

the late twentieth century.

Brighton Mermaid

Dorothy Koomson

9781784755423   €9.90  ____

Vintage

Indentity Crisis

Ben Elton

9780593073599     €16.99   ____

Bantam

Consolation of Maps

Thomas Bourke

9781786487605   €10.99  ____

Quercus

Fast-paced and thrilling, The Brighton

Mermaid explores the deadly secrets of

those closest to you.

Ben Elton returns with a blistering satire

of the world as it fractures around us.

Get ready for a roller-coaster thriller,

where nothing - and no one - is off 

limits.

An exquisite novel set in Japan,

America and Florence, about l

earning to read people and 

understanding the past, reminiscent

of the early novels of Kazuo Ishiguro.

Water Cure

Sophie Mackintosh

9780241983010    €10.99 ____

Hamilton

Leila

Prayaag Akbar 

9780571341320   €9.50   ____

Faber & Faber

Grace, Lia and Sky live in an 

abandoned hotel, on a sun-bleached

island, beside a poisoned sea. Their

parents raised them there to keep

them safe, to make them good. The

world beyond the water is 

contaminated and men are the 

contamination. But one day three

strangers wash ashore - men who

stare at the sisters hungrily,

helplessly. Men who bring trouble.

Shalini will never forget her daughter

Leila's third birthday party: it was the

last time she saw her alive. 

Sixteen years have passed and Shalini's

life is unrecognizable. Her husband

gone: beaten and dragged from their

home the night Leila disappeared.

Shalini, once privileged, is now 

disgraced. She trawls the streets 

desperate to discover where Leila now

lives - if she lives at all. 

From international bestseller Cecelia

Ahern come thirty stories that speak to

us all: the women who befriend us, the

women who encourage us, the women

who make us brave. From The Woman

Who Slowly Disappeared to The

Woman Who Returned and Exchanged

her Husband, discover these original,

surprising tales and find a story for

every woman.

Stars Now Unclaimed

Drew Williams

9781471171147    €10.50  ____

S&S

In an effort to save the universe, she just

might destroy it. The Stars Now 

Unclaimed is the incredible debut by a

brilliant new voice in science fiction.

*Roar

Cecelia Ahern

9780008283537   €9.90    ____

Harper Collins



Labels and Other Stories 

Louis de Berniers

9781911215653    €17.30   ____

Vintage

In this worldly and entertaining 

collection of stories, we are equally 

enchanted by familiar and fantastical

occurrences, by de Bernieres' wry

sense of humour and powerful 

imagination.

Lethal White

Robert Galbraith

9780751572872    €10.99 ____

Warner

LETHAL WHITE is both a gripping mystery

and the page-turning next instalment in

the highly acclaimed series featuring

Cormoran Strike and Robin Ellacott, 

written by J.K. Rowling under the 

pseudonym Robert Galbraith.

FICTION

Cruel Acts

Jane Casey

9780008149048    €14.99   ____

Harper Collins

From award-winning author Jane

Casey comes a powerful Maeve 

Kerrigan crime thriller which will keep

you on the edge of your seat until the

final page!

Clockmaker’s Daughter

Kate Morton

9781447200871    €9.50   ____

Macmillan

The mesmerizing sixth novel from the

bestselling author of The House at

Riverton and The Lake House.

Past Tense

Lee Child

9780857503626   €11.50   ____

Transworld

Pieces of Her

Karin Slaughter 

9780008150853   €10.50   ____

Harper Collins

Forever and a Day

Anthony Horowitz

9781784706388     €11.10   ____

Vintage

Stone Mothers

Erin Kelly

9781444797329   €15.50   ____

Hodder

JACK REACHER NEVER LOOKS BACK . . .

. . Deep in the New England woods, he

sees a sign to a place he has never

been - the town where his father was

born.

The explosive prequel to Casino

Royale, from bestselling author 

Anthony Horowitz. 

A terrifying act of violence...

It takes a split second for your life to

change forever. And for Andrea Oliver

that split second is a mass shooting in

her local mall.

Moving back through time to reveal

twists you'll never see coming, Stone

Mothers is the gripping new suspense

novel from the bestselling author of He

Said/She Said.

Detective Michael Bennett's enemies

know where to find him.

An anonymous tip about a crime in

Upper Manhattan proves to be a set-

up. An officer is taken down - but 

despite the attackers' efforts, it's not

Michael Bennett. 

A thrilling novel about three brothers

and the Mafia in 1930s New York by

Andrew Gross, the bestselling author

of The One Man and The Spy.

The brand new psychological thriller

from the Sunday Times and New York

Times bestselling author of The

Woman in Cabin 10.

The world's most beloved detective,

Hercule Poirot - the legendary star of

Agatha Christie's Murder on the 

Orient Express and most recently The

Monogram Murders and Closed 

Casket-returns in a stylish, diabolically

clever mystery set in 1930's London.

Mystery of Three Quarters

Sophie Hannah

9780008264482   €10.50   ____

Harper Collins

Last Brother

Andrew Gross

9781509878390   €9.50   ____

Macmillan

Ambush

James Patterson 

9781784753719    €11.10    ____

Vintage

Death of  Mrs Westway

Ruth Ware

9781784704360    €9.30   ____

Vintage



Piranhas

Roberto Saviano

9781509879236    €10.50   ____

Macmillan

The first novel, already an 

international bestseller, by the author

of Gomorrah, set in the organized

crime world of the children's gangs of

Naples.

Other Words for Smoke

Sarah Maria Griffin

9781789090086    €10.50____

Titan

From the author of Spare and Found

Parts, described as "fierce and fearless"

by V. E. Schwab and "beautifully written

and compelling" by Marian Keyes, comes

a story of a haunted house, magic behind

the wallpaper, and the strangest summer

ever.

FICTION

Grey Sister

Mark Lawrence

9780008152376    €10.50   ____

Harper Collins

Second novel in the brilliant new series

from the bestselling author of Prince of

Thorns

Muse of Nightmares

Laini Taylor

9781444789065    €10.99   ____

Hodder

Love and hate, revenge and 

redemption, destruction and salvation

all clash in this gorgeous sequel to the

international bestseller, Strange the

Dreamer.

Circe

Madaline Miller 

9781408890042   €10.99   ____

Bloomsbury

Girl in the Letter

Emily Gunnis

9781472255099   €9.50   ____

Headline

Nine Perfect Strangers

Liane Moriarty

9781405919463    €10.50   ____

Penguin

Witches of St Petersburg

Imogen Edwards-Jones

9781788544047     €9.50  ____

Head of Zeus

So Circe sets forth her tale, a vivid,

mesmerizing epic of family rivalry,

love and loss - the defiant, 

inextinguishable song of woman

burning hot and bright through the

darkness of a man's world.

Nine perfect strangers, each hiding an

imperfect life. A luxury retreat cut off

from the outside world. Ten days that

promise to change your life. But some

promises - like some lives - are 

perfect lies . . 

Read her letter. Remember her story...

Gripping. Mesmerising. Haunting. 

Heart-breaking. Once you've heard her

story, you will never forget The Girl in

the Letter.

Two Montenegrin princesses, Militza

and Stana, are married into the Russian

aristocracy of the last Tsar by their 

father. Fascinated by the occult, the 

sisters soon become close to the Tsarina

Alexandra - and then they introduce

Grigori Rasputin to the Russian court...

Bestselling author, Santa Montefiore,

returns with an unforgettable tale of

love lost and rediscovered, set across

the beautiful landscape of Italy.

The thrilling new romance from E L

James, author of the phenomenal

number 1 bestselling Fifty Shades 

trilogy.

The Moon Sister is the latest 

installment in the internationally 

bestselling  Seven Sisters series, by 

Lucinda Riley.

There are so many stories hidden 

behind closed doors . . . It's late at

night and the rain is pouring down on

the Dublin city streets. She watches . .

In a kitchen on the same square, a girl

waits anxiously for her mum to come

home. Her landlord is absent, but

there are already things about him

that don't quite add up . .

Secrets of Primrose Square

Claudia Carroll

9781785767791   €9.50   ____

Bonnier

Mister

E.L. James 

9781787463608    €9.90   ____

Random

Temptation of Gracie

Santa Montefiore 

9781471169618   €10.50    ____

S&S

Moon Sister

Lucinda Riley 

9781509840113    €9.50  ____

Macmillan



Her Kind

Niamh Boyce 

9781844884339    €14.99   ____

Penguin

The eagerly awaited new novel from

the award-winning author of No 1

bestseller, The Herbalist.

Things in Jars

Jess Kidd

9781786893758  €15.50 ____

Canongate

Things in Jars is an enchanting Victorian

detective novel that explores what it is to

be human in inhumane times.

FICTION

Redemption

David Baldacci 

9781509874408    €16.50   ____

Macmillan

A heart-pounding thriller featuring

Amos Decker, FBI Special Agent, by 

internationally bestselling author

David Baldacci.

You Will be Safe Here

Damian Barr

9781408886090   €15.50   ____

Bloomsbury

The stunning and shocking novel from

the award-winning author of Maggie &

Me. Set in South Africa You Will Be Safe

Here explores legacies of abuse, re-

demption and the strength of the

human spirit.

Molly’s Will

Elske Rahill 

9781786691019   €16.05   ____

Head of Zeus

55

James Delargy

9781471177538   €16.05   ____

S&S

Flatshare

Beth O’Leary 

9781787474420     €15.50   ____

Quercus

King of Kings

Wilbur Smith

9781785768460     €22.99  ____

Bonnier

A novel about four generations of

women and the violent tensions and

loving devotion, envy and self sacrifice

that family life embodies.

Tiffy Moore needs a cheap flat, and

fast. Leon Twomey works nights and

needs cash. Their friends think they're

crazy, but it's the perfect solution:

Leon occupies the one-bed flat while

Tiffy's at work in the day, and she has

the run of the place the rest of the

time. What could go wrong?

Two men claim to have escaped the 

murderous clutches of a serial killer. But

each says he's the victim and the other

man is the murderer. It'll take everything

small-town police sergeant Chandler

Jenkins has to discover the truth - before

anyone else dies.

With storm clouds gathering, and on

opposing sides of the invasion, can 

Penrod and Amber find their way back

to one another - against all the odds?

A big-hearted, funny and sad novel

about the messiness of love, family

and belief .

THE TWINS ARE CRYING. THE TWINS

ARE HUNGRY. LAUREN IS CRYING.

LAUREN IS EXHAUSTED.

Behind the hospital curtain, someone

is waiting . . .

1826, and all of London is in a frenzy.

Crowds gather at the gates of the Old

Bailey to watch as Frannie Langton,

maid to Mr and Mrs Benham, goes on

trial for their murder. The testimonies

against her are damning - slave,

whore, seductress. And they may be

the truth. But they are not the whole

truth. 

Confessions of Frannie Langton

Sara Collins

9780241349205    €14.99  ____

Hamilton

*Future Popes of Ireland

Darragh Martin

9780008295431    €11.10    ____

Harper Collins

Littel Darlings

Melanie Golding

9780008293680    €16.00    ____

Harper Collins

Better Sister

Alafair Burke 

9780571345540    €14.99    ____

Faber & Faber

Nicole got married to a promising young

attorney named Graham McIntosh and

became a mother to a baby boy named

Ian. Now, more than fifteen years later,

it is Hannah who is married to Graham.



Overstory

Richard Powers 

9781784708245    €11.10    ____

Vintage

She becomes the leader in a grand 

plot of escape, but is survival any

more certain in a small open boat on

an unknown ocean? 

Fled

Meg Keneally 

9781785768811  €9.50  ____

Bonnier

The Overstory unfolds in concentric rings

of interlocking fables that range from 

antebellum New York to the late 

twentieth-century Timber Wars of the

Pacific Northwest and beyond:An Air

Force loadmaster in the Vietnam War is

shot out of the sky, then saved by falling

into a banyan.

FICTION

Good Enough Mother

Bev Thomas

9780571348381   €14.99   ____

Faber & Faber

The greatest collection of fables ever

written, updated for our turbulent

times. A retelling of Aesop's Fables.

Strawberry Thief

Joanne Harris 

9781409170761   €17.99   ____

Orion

Metropolis: Bernie Gunther 14

Philip Kerr

9781787473201   €17.99   ____

Quercus

Good Omens

Neil Gaiman

9780552176453   €11.10 ____

Corgi

Quicksand

Malin Giolito Persson

9781471185373  €11.10   ____

S&S

Berlin detective Bernie Gunther bows

out at last in the 14th and final 

instalment of this internationally 

bestselling and award-winning series

featuring 'one of the greatest 

anti-heroes ever written’

They don't let you go around again until

you get it right'According to The Nice

and Accurate Prophecies of Agnes 

Nutter Witch, Judgement Day is almost

upon us and the world's going to end in

a week . And then there's the small 

matter that someone appears to have

misplaced the Antichrist .

Dr. Ruth Hartland rises to difficult

tasks. But today, in the run up to her

son Tom's birthday, one question 

preoccupies her: where did Tom go

when he disappeared? When her last

patient of the day - a young man 

suffering from PTSD - arrives at the

unit, Ruth is floored.

Pharmacist’s Wife

Vanessa Tait 

9781786492739   €10.50   ____

Atlantic

Forest of Wool and Steel

Natsu Miyashita

9780857525185   €12.35  ____

Transworld

Absolution

Yrsa Sigurdardottir

9781473621619   €17.99    ____

Hodder

A dark and thrilling tale of Victorian

addiction, vengeance and 

self-discovery, perfect for fans of

Sarah Waters, Jessie Burton's The

Miniaturist and Sarah Perry's The

Essex Serpent.

Set in small-town Japan, this warm and

mystical story is for the lucky few who

have found their calling - and for the

rest of us who are still searching. It

shows that the road to finding one's

purpose is a winding path, often filled

with treacherous doubts and, for those

who persevere, astonishing moments of

revelation.

All he wants is for them to say sorry... In

the latest novel from the Queen of I

celandic crime, Freyja and Huldar must

stop a ruthless killer taking revenge on

teenage bullies.

Little Faith

Nickolas Butler

9780571351107   €14.99   ____

Faber & Faber

Set over the course of one year and

beautifully evoking the change of 

seasons, Little Faith is a powerful and

deeply affecting novel about family

and community, the ways in which

belief is both formed and shaken, and

the lengths we go to protect our own.

Cruelty of the Gods

Carlo Gebler

9781789542615   €17.50   ____

Head of Zeus

The air is hazy and grey with 

gunpowder smoke. Everyone has been

shot but me. I haven't got so much as a

bruise....

Is Maja a normal eighteen-year-old, the

poster girl-next-door, popular and 

excelling at her schoolwork, caught in

the middle of a terrible tragedy? Or is

she guilty of the tragedy itself?



Small Days and Nights

Tishano Doshi

9781526603746    €16.05    ____

Bloomsbury 

The Great Gatsby meets On Chesil

Beach in this dark and sexy debut

novel about marriage, love and 

betrayal.

Cape May

Chip Cheek

9781474609548   €16.99  ____

Weidenfeld

FICTION

Furies

Katie Lowe 

9780008288983   €16.00   ____

Harper Collins

Kudos

Rachel Cusk 

9780571346721    €10.50    ____

Faber & Faber

Following the novels Outline and 

Transit, Kudos completes Rachel Cusk's

trilogy with overwhelming power.

Boy and his Dog at the End of...

C.A. Fletcher

9780356510927    €16.99    ____

Orbit

A Boy and his Dog at the End of the

World is the most moving story you'll

read this year. Reminiscent of The Girl

with all the Gifts and Station Eleven -

Griz's tale mixes sadness and hope in

one unforgettable character's quest

amid the ruins of our fragile civilisation.

Dollmaker

Nina Allan 

9781787472549    €17.99    ____

Quercus

A love story of two very real, unusual

people, The Dollmaker is also a novel

rich with wonders: Andrew's quest

and Bramber's letters unspool around

the dark fables that give our familiar

world an uncanny edge. It is this

touch of magic that, like the blink of a

doll's eyes, tricks our own . . .

From the New York Times and 

internationally bestselling author of

The Little Paris Bookshop, comes a

delightful, offbeat, charming and 

bittersweet tale about the distance

one man will travel for the sake of

love and friendship.

Book of Dreams

Nina George

9781471168345    €14.99 ____

S&S



*Ireland’s Green Larder

Margaret Hickey

9781783527991   €11.99  ____

Unbound

Infinite Powers

Steven Strogatz

9781786492951     €17.50     ____

Atlantic

This is the captivating story of 

mathematics' greatest ever idea: 

calculus. Without it, there would be no

computers, no microwave ovens, no

GPS, and no space travel. But before it

gave modern man almost infinite 

powers, calculus was behind centuries

of controversy, competition, and even

death. 

NON FICTION

In this honest and lyrical account of a 

remarkable life without modern 

technology, Mark Boyle explores the

hard won joys of building a home with

his bare hands, learning to make fire,

collecting water from the spring, 

foraging and fishing.

*Blasket Islands:

John Stagles

9781788490917    €17.99    ____

O’Brien Press

Our Planet

Alastair Fothergill

9780593079768    €30.85   ____

Bantam

Way Home: Tales from Life...

Mark Boyle

9781786076021   €15.50   ____

Oneworld

*Prayer from the Heart

Lorna Byrne

9781473635937   €10.99 ____

Hodder

Hidden Half

Michael Blastland

9781786496379    €17.50   ____

Atlantic

The Blasket Islands are famous for

their writers, lore and unique 

location off the south-west tip of

Ireland. This book is perfect for 

anyone who wants to explore the

Great Blasket Island, learn its history

and discover what has captivated

visitors and residents in this special

place.

Featuring some of the world's rarest

creatures and previously unseen parts of

the Earth-from deep oceans to remote

forests to ice caps-Our Planet takes 

nature-lovers deep into the science of

our natural world.

Happiness in This Life

Pope Francis

9781509886586   €11.10 _____

Macmillan

Hinch Yourself Happy

Mrs Hinch

9780241399750    €14.99   ____

Hamilton

Discover how to transform your

home. Cleaning doesn't have to be

that job you dread. Not when Mrs

Hinch is here to show you her sparkly

ways! Mrs Hinch has taken the nation

by storm with her infectiously 

addictive charm, clever cleaning

hacks and her passionate belief in the

life-changing magic of tidying. 

Adrian Martin is a chef, author and 

television presenter. At the heart of his

talent is a passion for good food and an

eye for perfection. His love of food and

showing how anyone can create a meal

that belongs in fine-dining restaurant

provide the inspiration for Create

Beautiful Food at Home. 

*Create: Beautiful Food at Home

Adrian Martin

9781781176306    €24.99 _____

Mercier Press

*This Too Will Pass

Paddy Byrne

9781782183587    €14.99  ____

Columba

*Bringing Death to Life

Patricia Scanlan

9781473681934    €10.99  ____

Hodder

In Bringing Death to Life, well-known 

author Patricia Scanlan, along with soul

friends and metaphysical healers Dr

Mary Helen Hensley, Aidan Storey and

Pamela Young, shine a light into an area

that they believe needs to become part

of the ordinary conversation of life, not

to be feared or avoided in our 

communications, but recognised, 

understood, accepted: death.



Everything is F*cked

Mark Manson

9780062888433   €22.50   ____

Harper Collins

Option B

Sheryl Sandberg

9780753548295     €11.99    ____

Virgin

The book features stories of people who

recovered from personal and professional

hardship, including illness, injury, divorce,

job loss, sexual assault and imprison-

ment. It turns out that post-traumatic

growth is common-even after the most

devastating experiences many people

don't just bounce back but actually

bounce forward.

NON FICTION

In her early twenties, Rachael Keogh

was a desperate heroin addict. Her 

addiction to the drug took her to a

place about as low as a person can go.

This edition contains a new 

introduction from Rachael where she

reflects on her story and considers

what has changed for her and in the

drugs culture in Ireland over the last

decade.

Sun Does Shine

Anthony Ray Hinton

9781846045745   €11.50 ____

Rider

Heat of the Moment

Sabrina Cohen-Hatton

9780857525772   €17.30 ____

Transworld

*Dying to Survive

Rachel Keogh

9780717184255    €9.99  ____

Gill

*Fighter

Andy Lee

9780717184897    €14.99  ____

Gill

*Arise and Go

Kevin Connolly

9781788490924    €17.99    ____

O’Brien Press

To Obama

Jeanne Marie Laskas

9781408894507   €11.99   ____

Bloomsbury

The idea of place runs like a river

through the life and works of the poet

and playwright W.B. Yeats. This book

focuses on his time in Dublin, London,

Sligo and elsewhere in the west of 

Ireland, embracing the homes, 

landscapes and people that impacted

his life and stimulated his vast body of

work.

*At All Costs

Davy Fitzgerald

9780717184873   €14.99_____

Gill

*Scar

Mary Cregan

9781843517603   €16.00 ____

Lilliput Press

At once intimate and scholarly, The Scar 

illuminates a too often stigmatised 

affliction with compassion and intelligence

and offers hope to all those who are still

struggling.

This is an intimate, candid, and definitive

biography written with Simon's 

participation and encouragement by 

acclaimed biographer and music writer

Robert Hilburn.

To Throw Away Unopened is a fearless

dissection of one woman's obsession

with the truth - the truth about family,

power, and her identity as a rebel and

outsider.

Paul Simon - The Life

Robert Hilburn

9781471174209    €12.99 _____

S&S

To Throw Away Unopened

Viv Albertine

9780571326228   €10.50  ____

Faber & Faber



*Client Confidential

Sean Hartnett

9781785372100   €14.99   ____

Merrion

In Client Confidential, Seán Hartnett

lifts the lid on the worst excesses of

the Celtic Tiger--the heart of 

corporate greed, corruption and 

ineptitude in Ireland is revealed; the

dark secrets never meant to see the

light of day, are finally exposed.

Tiger Woods

Jeff Benedict

9781471175398     €12.99    ____

S&S

NON FICTION

In My Life in Football Keegan tells the

story of his remarkable rise through the

sport, from the Peglers Brass Works 

reserve team in Doncaster to helping 

Liverpool become the kings of Europe,

winning a Bundesliga title with Hamburg

and captaining England. 

Tour According to G

Geraint Thomas

9781787479050    €10.99    ____

Quercus

*We Were Rich and We Didn’t Know It

Tom Phelan

9781501197093    €17.50  ____

S&S

My Life in Football

Kevin Keegan

9781509877232    €10.50   ____

Macmillan

Constellations HB

Sinead Gleeson

9781509892730     €19.50    ____

Macmillan

The inspirational inside story of the

2018 Tour de France from Geraint

Thomas, the first Welshman and third

Brit ever to win the Tour

An extraordinarily intimate book of

essays that chart the experiences that

have made Sinead Gleeson the

woman and the writer she is today,

for readers of The Last Act of Love and

I Am, I Am, I Am

We Were Rich and We Didn't Know It 

recounts Tom's upbringing in an 

isolated, rural community from the day

he was delivered by the local midwife.

With tears and laughter, it speaks to the

strength of the human spirit in the face

of life's adversities.

*All in a Doctor’s Day

Lucia Gannon

9780717183258   €16.99   ____

Gill

Step into the surgery of Dr. Lucia 

Gannon. Arriving in the small village

of Killenaule, Co. Tipperary 20 years

ago - husband Liam (also a GP) and

children in tow. Journey with her as

she builds a life in this tight-knit 

community, and discover what it

means to be the one people bring

their problems to.

*War of Independence

Sean Mahon

9781781177181   €6.99  ____

Mercier Pres

*Dublin: The Making of a Medievil

Howard Clarke

9781788491204   €12.99____

O’Brien Press

Dublin: The Making of a Medieval City

is the story of a unique period in Irish

history told with passion, imagination

and accuracy.

Both sweeping and intimate, Appeasing

Hitler is not only eye-opening history

but a timeless lesson on the challenges

of standing up to aggression and 

authoritarianism - and the calamity that

results from failing to do so.

Appeasing Hitler

Tom Bouverie

9781847924414    €18.50 _____

Bodley Head

*Labour Hercules Iirsh Citizen Army

Jeffrey Leddin

9781788550741    €22.95    ____

Merrion

*Black ‘47 Irelands Great Hunger

Damien Goodfellow

9781847173652     €14.99   ____

O’Brien Press

The story of The Great Hunger told as

a graphic novel from the perspectives

of Irish men, women and children

from June 1987 onward. This graphic

novel brings the suffering and 

immediacy of the Irish Famine to life

through the combination of word and

illustration.



Two Sisters

Asne Seierstad

9780349009063     €11.99     ____

Quercus

NON FICTION

A New History of the Irish in Australia, as

its title suggests, offers a new look at this

major group of founding peoples. The

book uses source materials not 

employed previously; it examines topics

not studied in the past; it takes 

approaches not attempted before; and it

draws upon the latest research 

published, not only in Australia, but

overseas as well. 

*Constellations TPB

Sinead Gleeson

9781509892754    €17.50  ____

Macmillan

*New History of Irish In Austrailia

Malcolm & Hall

9781782053057    €25.00  ____

Cork University Press

Vietnam: An Epic Tragedy

Max Hastings

9780008133016     €12.30  ____

Harper Collins

Patient Assassin

Anita Anand

9781471174223    €17.50    ____

S&S

An extraordinarily intimate memoir in

a series of bodily encounters that have

made Sinead Gleeson the woman and

the writer she is today, for readers of

THE LAST ACT OF LOVE and I AM, I AM,

I AM.

A gripping story of a twenty-year quest

for revenge after one of the most 

horrific Raj atrocities

Moment of Lift

Melinda Gates

9781529005509    €17.50 _____

Macmillan

A debut from Forbes' third most 

powerful woman in the world,

Melinda Gates, a timely and 

necessary call to action for women's

empowerment.

*Forging the Border

Okan Ozseker

9781788550703    €19.95    ____

Merion

*Global History of the Irish...

Tommy Graham

9780993532825  €9.50 _____

History Publications

*Just One More Question

Niall Tubridy

9781844884575     €17.50 ____

Penguin

Just One More Question is the story of

Niall Tubridy's career in neurology. He

shares the stories of encounters that

are, by turn, poignant, dramatic and

funny. Revealing, gripping and moving,

Just One More Question will make you

think in a new way about the human

brain - and about what it's like to be a

doctor.

*Mediterranean Mood Food

Paula Mee

9780717183371    €19.99 _____

Gill

Walking: One Step at a Time

Erling Kagge

9780241357682    €11.99    ____

Hamilton

From the bestselling author of Silence

comes an illuminating examination of

the joy of walking. From those 

perilous first steps as a toddler, to great

expeditions, from walking to work to

trekking to the North Pole, Erling Kagge

explains that he who walks goes further

and lives better. 

Thoughtful, revealing, chilling and 

always unputdownable, Unnatural

Causes is the true crime book of the

year. If you liked When the Dogs

Don't Bark and All That Remains

you'll love this. 

Unnatural Causes

Dr Richard Sheperd

9781405923538    €10.50 ____

Penguin



Cost of These Dreams

Wrigth Thompson

9781788701969    €14.99  ____

Bonnier

From one of America's most beloved

sportswriters, a collection of true

stories about the dream of 

greatness and its cost in the world of

sports.

How to See

Thich Nhat Hanh 

9781846046100     €6.25     ____

Rider

Truly see yourself  How to See is about

our misperceptions, how we can gain

insight and how mindfulness practices

can help us see our real selves.

NON FICTION

Leander Kahney has covered Apple for

more than a dozen years and has written

four popular books about Apple and the

culture of its followers, including Inside

Steve's Brain and Jony Ive. 

Tim Cook: The Genius Who Took

Leander Kahney

9780241348208    €17.99  ____

Hamilton

Awfully Big Adventure

Paul Morley

9780571350049    €11.99   ____

Faber & Faber

Paul Morley's short biographical 

portrait of Michael Jackson looks at

how we turned the most outrageous

child star talent of the late 20th 

century into a monster; This is a rare

piece of pop cultural alchemy that cuts

through the myth in a way that only a

writer as great as Paul Morley could do.

This Searing Light

Jon Savage

9780571345373    €22.99  ____

Faber & Faber

In This searing light, the sun and

everything else, Jon Savage has 

assembled three decades worth of

interviews with the principle players

in the Joy Division story: Bernard

Sumner, Peter Hook, Stephen 

Morris, Deborah Curtis, Peter Sav-

ille, Tony Wilson, Paul Morley, Alan

Hempsall, Lesley Gilbert, Terry

Mason, Anik Honore, and many

more.

Losing Earth

Nathaniel Rich

9781529015836    €17.50  ____

Macmillan

The most urgent story of our times, 

brilliantly reframed, beautifully told:

how we had the chance to stop climate

change, and failed.

Bish, Bash, Bosh!

Henry Firth

9780008327057    €22.99   ____

Harper Collins

In BISH BASH BOSH! you'll discover a

whole world of quick eats, weeknight

suppers, showstopping feasts, and 

incredible sweet treats - all using the

power of plants. From a hearty, classic

lasagne to an indulgent mini banoffee

meringue.

*Renaissance Nation

David McWilliams

9780717184903    €14.99   ____

Gill

Here David McWilliams presents the

story of modern Ireland. 

Surveying four decades, bookended

by the visits of the pope in 

September 1979 and August 2018,

he explores how Ireland has become

one of the wealthiest and most 

progressive nations in the world.

Human Swarm

Mark Moffett

9781789544299    €19.50  ____

Head of Zeus

A specialist on social insects writes

about the origins and implications of

our own vast social organisation,

and the ways in which our ethnic

and national distinctions mirror

those of other animals. 

Biased

Jennifer Eberhardt

9781785151484    €18.50   ____

Arrow/Vintage

From one of the world's leading experts

on unconscious racial bias comes a 

landmark examination of one of the

most culturally powerful issues of our

time. We might think that we treat all

people equally, but we don't. Every day,

unconscious biases affect our visual 

perception, attention, memory and 

behaviour in ways that are subtle and

very difficult to recognise without 

in-depth scientific studies.

*All is Changed

Joe McVeigh 

9781782183570    €14.99   ____

Columba

With his extraordinary charm and sense

of wonder, bringing together science,

philosophy and art, Carlo Rovelli 

unravels this mystery. Enlightening and

consoling, The Order of Time shows

that to understand ourselves we need

to reflect on time -- and to understand

time we need to reflect on ourselves.

Order of Time

Carlo Rovelli

9780141984964    €10.50   ____

Penguin



Exactly

Simon Winchester

9780008241780     €12.30  ____

Harper Collins

Bestselling author Simon Winchester

writes a magnificent history of the

pioneering engineers who 

developed precision machinery to

allow us to see as far as the moon

and as close as the Higgs boson.

Brainstorm

Dr Suzanne O’Sullivan

9781784704995     €11.10     ____

Vintage

Brainstorm examines the stories of 

people whose symptoms are so strange

even their doctor struggles to know

how to solve them. The brain is the

most complex structure in the universe,

and neurologists must puzzle out life-

changing diagnoses from the tiniest of

clues - it's the ultimate in medical 

detective work.

NON FICTION

Curlew Moon

Mary Colwell 

9780008241070     €11.99     ____

Harper Collins



*Sleeping Giant

Marie-Louise Fitzpatrick

9781788490894   €9.99   ____

O’Brien Press

Off the coast of Ireland there lies an

island. It looks just like a giant 

sleeping in the sea. But what if it 

really is a giant - and what if, one

day, the sleeping giant wakes up? 

Singing Mermaid - New Edition

Julia Donaldson

9781509894178   €8.65   ____

Macmillan

Rhyming Rabbit - New Edition

Julia Donaldson

9781509892501   €8.65   ____

Macmillan

Join the Singing Mermaid in a circus

adventure as she attempts to escape

back to her seaside home in this 

lyrical story.

Imagine if your reflection came to life . .

. that's exactly what happens to Ellen

when the mischievous Princess 

Mirror-Belle climbs out of the bathroom

mirror in this magical story.

Sharing a Shell- New Edition

Julia Donaldson

9781509894161   €8.65   ____

Macmillan

A humorous seaside story about an

unusual friendship told in rhythmic

verse.

Sugarlump and the - New Edition

Julia Donaldson

9781509892518   €8.65   ____

Macmillan

Princess and the Wizard - New Edition

Julia Donaldson

9781509894154   €8.65   ____

Macmillan

Follow the adventures of Sugarlump

the rocking horse when a unicorn

grants his wish to explore the outside

world in this magical adventure story.

Princess Eliza must find a way to 

outwit the wicked wizard and escape

from him in time for her birthday tea in

this magical rhyming story.

What the Ladybird- New Edition

Julia Donaldson

9781509892471  €8.65   ____

Macmillan

Two crafty robbers, one crime-

busting ladybird, and a whole

farmyard of fun - a brilliant

rhyming adventure, perfect for

reading aloud.

An essential collection of seven 

explosive Alex Rider stories by

number one bestselling author, 

Anthony Horowitz. 

Girl, the Bear and the - New Edition

Julia Donaldson

9781447275985   €8.50   ____

Macmillan

CHILDRENS

What the Ladybird Holiday - New Edit

Julia Donaldson

9781509892495   €8.65   ____

Macmillan

Alex Rider Secret Weapon

Anthony Horowitz

9781406387469   €12.99   ____

Walker

Join everyone's favourite crime-busting

ladybird on holiday and come face to

face with some familiar thieves in the

third story in the fantastic What the 

Ladybird Heard series.

An action-packed magical adventure

about a little girl and her extraordinary

new shoes from the bestselling creators

of What the Ladybird Heard.

What the Ladybird Next - New Editi

Julia Donaldson

9781509892488   €8.65   ____

Macmillan

The ladybird and her farm animal

friends have a clever crime-busting plan

in this fantastic farmyard story, the 

second in the What the Ladybird Heard

series.

Princess Mirror Belle - New Edition

Julia Donaldson

9781509894185   €8.65   ____

Macmillan

Join a very special rabbit in his quest

to find someone to listen to his poetry

in this rhyming adventure.



Jacob’s Ladder

Charlie Pike 

9781788490405    €14.99   ____

O’Brien Press

It's 2203 and earth is dying, scorched

by the sun. Initiate Leon is a 

member of the True Path warrior

culture and preparing for his Rising.

But when his test comes - to kill in

cold blood - he stalls.

Diary of an Awesome Friendly Kid

Jeff Kinney

9780241405604   €14.99  ____

Hamilton

*My Brother’s Name is Jessica

John Boyne

9780241376157  €13.99 ____

Hamilton

Hi my name is Rowley Jefferson and this

is my book. Now I have a diary just like

my friend Greg... Rowley's best friend

Greg Heffley has chronicled his middle-

school years in thirteen Diary of a

Wimpy Kid journals. Now it's Rowley's

turn to give his side of the story.

Midnight

Derek Landy

9780008284596  €9.50   ____

Harper Collins

Sam Waver has always idolised his big

brother, Jason. Unlike Sam, Jason, seems

to have life sorted - he's kind, popular,

amazing at football, and girls are falling

over themselves to date him. But then one

evening Jason calls his family together to

tell them that he's been struggling with a

secret for a long time. A secret which

quickly threatens to tear them all apart.

Skulduggery Pleasant and Valkyrie

Cain are back in their most gripping

story yet, as book 11, Midnight, picks

up where Resurrection left off - and

runs.

Dancing the Charleston

Jacqueline Wilson

9780857535207   €14.99   ____

Doubleday

Set in a huge country estate during the

roaring '20s, Jacqueline Wilson's 

must-have new novel follows the estate

dressmaker's 10 year old niece as she

navigates extraordinary and extravagant

parties, bohemian guests, and all the

sights 1920s London has to offer... 

Head Kid

David Baddiel

9780008200565   €8.50   ____

Harper Collins

Becoming Jo

Sophie McKenzie

9781407188157   €8.50   ____

Scholatic

From the million-copy bestselling author

of THE PARENT AGENCY and 

BIRTHDAY BOY comes a wildly enter-

taining wish-fulfilment adventure that

asks the question: what would happen if

the strictest head teacher swapped bodies

with the naughtiest kid in school?

Meg, Jo, Beth and Amy: four sisters

whose stories are forever imprinted in

our hearts. But what if their stories had

different endings? Reimagined by best-

selling author Sophie McKenzie and told

through the eyes of everybody's favourite

sister, Becoming Jo proves just how

timeless the characters and themes found

within Little Women really are.

CHILDRENS

Horrid Henry Early Reader

Francesca Simon

9781510106222  €6.20   ____

Orion

This full-colour Early Reader brings

the utterly horrid and totally brilliant

Horrid Henry series to a new 

generation of readers!

Dangerous Game

James Butler

9781910411919  €9.50 ____

Little Island

A pacy and exciting urban drama 

exploring the pressures of young 

masculinity and male friendships from

an excellent debut author

Bloom

Nicola Skinner

97800008297398   €12.99 ____

Harper Collins

BLOOM is for everyone who has ever

felt like they didn't fit in, and for 

anyone who has ever wanted a little

more colour and wildness in their

lives...

Kind

Alison Green

9781407194561   €14.99 ____

Scholastic

With gorgeous pictures by a host of top

illustrators, KIND is a timely, inspiring

picture book about the many ways 

children can be kind, from sharing their

toys and games to making those from

other countries feel welcome.

It’s Your World Now!

Barry Falls

9781843654100    €8.60 ____

Pavilion

The world is magic, just like you!

Barry Falls' debut picture book is a 

brilliantly-illustrated, funny and

thought-provoking celebration of where

you might go and what you might do in

life.



Magic Faraway Tree

Enid Blyton

9781444947281   €8.50   ____

Hodder

Discover the magic! Travel to the

top of the Magic Faraway Tree with

Peter and Mary on their quest to 

rescue a princess.

We Are Blood and Thunder

Kesia Lupo

9781408898055  €9.90   ____

Bloomsbury

This Wonderful Thing

Adam Baron

9780008267049   €8.60 ____
Harper Collins

A stunning and original YA fantasy

from a fantastic new talent. Perfect for

fans of Leigh Bardugo and Laini 

Taylor.

From the author of bestselling and

Carnegie-nominated debut BOY 

UNDERWATER comes another moving,

hilarious novel of friendship and family

secrets, which shows that people are

people, no matter where they're from.

Oppostie of Always

Justn Reynolds

9781509870042   €9.50  ____

Macmillan

Groundhog Day meets The Fault in

Our Stars in this achingly beautiful

YA debut.

Pages & Co

Anna James

9780008229870   €8.50 ____
Harper Collins

A magical adventure to delight the

imagination. A curl-up-on-the-sofa

snuggle of a debut from a uniquely 

talented author.

CHILDRENS

Monster We Deserve

Marcus Sedgwick

9781788542319   €9.50 ____
Head of Zeus

Taut, tense, terrifying. Prizewinning

author Marcus Sedgwick writes of the

monsters we create in literature and in

our own minds in this reappraisal of

Mary Shelley's Frankenstein.

Red Scrolls of Magic

Cassandra Clare

9781471162145   €14.99   ____

S&S

The Eldest Curses dives even deeper

into Magnus Banes's exciting and

mysterious life in this sequel series to

the internationally bestselling Moral

Instruments from Cassandra Clare.

Fall of Crazy House

James Patterson

9781784758547   €11.99   ____

Vintage

Twin sisters Becca and Cassie barely

escaped the Crazy House alive. Now

they're trained, skilled fighters who

fear nothing--not even the all-

powerful United. 

Pog

Padraig Kenny

9781911490395   €8.50   ____

Chicken House

David and Penny arrive in a strange new

home in a forest. Other creatures live here

- magical creatures - like Pog. He's one of

the First Folk, tasked with protecting the

boundary between the worlds. But David

is drawn into the forest, lured by a darker

entity, who tells him there's a way he can

bring his dead mother back ...

Isle of Storm and Sorrow: Viper

Bex Hogan

9781510105836   €9.50   ____

Orion

Marianne has been training to be the

Viper for her entire life - to serve

and protect the King and the citizens

of The Twelve Isles - but to become

the Viper and protect the islands she

loves she must find the strength to

defeat her father.

Swimming Against the Storm

Jess Butterworth

9781510105485   €8.50   ____

Orion

Heartland middle-grade adventure

set in the swamps of Louisiana, 

perfect for fans of Katherine Rundell

and Lauren St John

Boy Who Steals Houses

C. G. Drews

9781408349922   €9.50   ____

Orchard

Can two broken boys find their perfect

home? By turns heartbreaking and

heartwarming, this is a gorgeously told,

powerful story.



Wren Hunt

Mary Watson

9781526606259   €9.50   ____

Bloomsbury

Part thriller, part love story, this 

captivating debut novel will leave

readers spellbound.

Archenemies

Marissa Meyer

9781509888894  €9.50   ____

Macmillan

Fates Divide

Vernoica Roth

9780008192211   €9.50 ____
Harper Collins

Perfect for for all who love comics, 

superhero movies, fantasy, and 

speculative fiction. Archenemies is

Marissa Meyer's explosive second

book in the stunning Renegades series.

In the second book of the Carve the

Mark duology, globally bestselling 

Divergent author Veronica Roth reveals

how Cyra and Akos fulfill their fates.

The Fates Divide is a richly imagined

tale of hope and resilience told in four

stunning perspectives.

CHILDRENS


